This paper first presents a Gauss Legendre quadrature rule for the evaluation of I ¼ R R T f ðx; yÞ dx dy, where f ðx; yÞ is an analytic function in x, y and T is the standard triangular surface: fðx; yÞj0 6 x; y 6 1; x þ y 6 1g in the two space ðx; yÞ. We transform this integral into an equivalent integral R R S f ðxðn; gÞ; yðn; gÞÞ oðx;yÞ oðn;gÞ dn dg where S is the 2-square in (n, g) space: fðn; gÞj À 1 6 n; g 6 1g. We then apply the one-dimensional Gauss Legendre quadrature rules in n and g variables to arrive at an efficient Quadrature rules with new weight coefficients and new sampling points. Then a second Gauss Legendre quadrature rule of composite type is obtained. This rule is derived by discretising T into three new triangles T C i ði ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ of equal size which are obtained by joining centroid of T, C ¼ ð1=3; 1=3Þ to the three vertices of T. By use of affine transformations defined over each T C i and the linearity property of integrals leads to the result:
f ðx; yÞ dx dy, where f ðx; yÞ is an analytic function in x, y and T is the standard triangular surface: fðx; yÞj0 6 x; y 6 1; x þ y 6 1g in the two space ðx; yÞ. We transform this integral into an equivalent integral R R S f ðxðn; gÞ; yðn; gÞÞ oðx;yÞ oðn;gÞ dn dg where S is the 2-square in (n, g) space: fðn; gÞj À 1 6 n; g 6 1g. We then apply the one-dimensional Gauss Legendre quadrature rules in n and g variables to arrive at an efficient Quadrature rules with new weight coefficients and new sampling points. Then a second Gauss Legendre quadrature rule of composite type is obtained. This rule is derived by discretising T into three new triangles T where H ðX ; Y Þ ¼ P nÂn i¼1 f ðx i ðX ; Y Þ; y i ðX ; Y ÞÞ and x ¼ x i ðX ; Y Þ, y ¼ y i ðX ; Y Þ refer to affine transformations which map each T i in (x, y) space into T a standard triangular surface T in the (x, y) space. We can now apply the two rules earlier derived to the integral R R T H ðX ; Y Þ dX dY , this amounts to application of composite numerical integration of T into n 2 and 3n 2 triangles of equal sizes respectively. We can now apply the rules, which are derived earlier to the evaluation of the integral, R R T f ðx; yÞ dx dy and each of these procedures converges to the exact value of the integral R R 
Introduction
In recent years, the Finite Element Method (FEM) has become a very powerful tool for the approximate solution of boundary value problems governing the diverse physical phenomena. Its use in industry and research is extensive and without it many practical problems in science and engineering would be incapable of solution. The triangular elements with either straight sides or curved sides are very widely used in finite element analysis [1] [2] [3] .The basic problem of integrating a function of two variables over the surface of the triangle were first given by Hammer et al. [4] and Hammer and Stroud [5, 6] . With the advent of finite element method, the triangular elements are proved to be versatile and there has been considerable interest in the area of numerical integration schemes over triangles. Cowper [7] provided a table of Gaussian quadrature formulae for symmetrically placed integration points. Lyness and Jespersen [8] made an elaborate study of symmetric quadrature rules and provided integration formulas with a precision of upto degree eleven by formulating the problem in terms of polar coordinates. Lannoy [9] discussed the symmetric 4-point integration rule, which is presented in Ref. [7] . Laursen and Gellert [10] also gave some new higher order formulas of precision upto degree 10. Dunavant [11] presented some extensions to the integration formulas given by Lyness and Jespersen [8] and also gave tables of integration formulas with precisions of degree from 11 to 20. Laurie [12] derived a seven-point formula and discussed the numerical error in integrating some functions. Sylvester [13] derived some numerical integration formulas for triangles as product of one-dimensional Newton Cotes rules of closed type as well as open type. The precision of these integration formulas is again limited to degree ten at most for various reasons. Lether [14] and Hillion [15] derived formulas for triangles as product of one-dimensional Gauss Legendre and Gauss Jacobi quadrature rules. The precision of these formulas is again limited to a degree seven. We also note that higher order quadrature rules of this type cannot be derived beyond degree 15 = 2 · 8 À 1 as the abscissas and weights of 1-D Gauss Jacobi quadrature rules are not tabulated even in the standard reference work of Abramowicz and Stegun [16] for a order higher than eighth. Reddy [17] and Reddy and Shippy [18] derived some 3-point, 4-point, 6-point and 7-point formulas of precision 3, 4, 6 and 7, respectively which gave improved accuracy as compared to some earlier works. Since all the above information on integration formulas which is documented in the works [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] is limited to a precision of degree at most 20 and it is not likely that the techniques proposed by these authors can be extended much further to give greater accuracy which may be demanded in future we have taken a significant note from the recent work of Lague and Baldur [19] on the above aspect who gave substantial reasons in favour of the product formulas based only on roots and weights of Gauss Legendre quadrature rules. The use of proposed method on product formulas [19] will remove the restrictions on the derivation of high precision numerical integration formulas and it is clear that now one can obtain formulas of very high degree of precision as the methods rely on standard Gauss Legendre quadrature rules. However Lague and Baldur [19] have not worked out explicit weights and abscissas required for this purpose. Rathod et al. [20] [21] [22] [23] provided this information in a systematic manner in their recent works, for the first time.
Integration formulas resulting from interval subdivision and repeated application of a low order formula are called composite numerical integration formulas [24] [25] [26] [27] . One way to reduce the error associated with low order integration formula in one dimension is to subdivide the interval of integration, say, [a, b] into smaller intervals and then to use the formula repeatedly on each subinterval. We adopt a strategy similar to the above, which is normally used for the treatment of line integrals over arbitrary shaped curves to evaluation of double integrals also. We segment the given region into subregions and effect a transformation over each subregion into a standard region. The success of this strategy follows from the linearity property of double integrals. Repeated application of low order formula is usually preferred to the single application of a high order formula partly because of the lower order formulas and partly because of the computational difficulties one such difficulty is due to the errors introduced because of only a fixed usually small number of digits can be retained after each computer operation. In addition there exist many functions for which the magnitude of the derivative increases without bound as the order of differentiation increases. Therefore a higher order formula may produce a larger error than a lower order one. It is in view of this that the numerical integration formulas employing more than eight points (for Newton Cotes rules) are almost never used. We feel that these important details cannot be simply ignored, and they need to be addressed in great rigor. Hence the derivation of algorithms for composite numerical integration formulas over dimensions higher than one is important for practical applications and it should be used wherever necessary. It is the main purpose of this paper to evolve a practical and workable algorithm for composite numerical integration over triangular surfaces by using the well-known Gauss Legendre quadrature rules. We have demonstrated the effectiveness of the above algorithm by applying it to some typical integrals.
Formulation of integrals over a triangular area
The finite element method for two-dimensional problems with triangular elements requires the numerical integration of shape functions, product of shape function derivatives and rational functions whose denominators are bivariate polynomials, etc. Since an affine transformation makes it possible to transform any triangle into the two-dimensional standard triangle T with coordinates (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0) in Cartesian frame of (x, y) space (say), we have just to consider numerical integration on T. The integral of an arbitrary function, f, over the surface of a triangle T is given by
It is now required to find the value of the integral by a quadrature formula:
where c m are the weights associated with sampling points ðx m ; y m Þ and N is the number total sampling points related to the required precision. One of these methods, which have an optimum precision upto a degree 20, is reported in recent work [11] . The other method is approximation of I by product formulas [14, 15] which is of type (2) based on the roots and weights of Gauss Legendre and Gauss Jacobi quadrature rules. The reported precision of these formulas is limited to a degree seven. This is because the weights and roots of Gauss Jacobi quadrature rules are not tabulated even in the standard reference books of Abramowicz and Stegun [16] beyond an order of precision eight. Use of these will enable us to derive formulas of precision 2 · 8 À 1 = 15 degree only. The product formulas proposed in this paper and in the recent work [19] are based on the sampling points and weight coefficients of Gauss Legendre Quadrature formulas, as this enables us to obtain formulas of very high degree of precision, as Gauss Legendre quadrature rules of order as large as 96 are well documented in Abramowicz and Stegun [16] . The integral I of Eq. (1) can be transformed into an integral over the surface of the square: fðu; vÞj0 6 u; v 6 1; g by the substitution (see Fig. 1 ):
Then the determinant of the Jacobian and the differential area are: Then on using Eqs. (3) and (4) in Eq. (1), we have
The integral I of Eq. (5) can be further transformed into an integral over the standard 2-square: fðn; gÞj À 1 6 n; g 6 1g by the substitution (see Fig. 1 ):
Then clearly the determinant of the Jacobian and the differential area are: 
Now on using Eqs. (6) and (7) in Eq. (5), we have:
Eq. (8) represents an integral over the surface of a standard 2-square: fðn; gÞj À 1 6 n; g 6 1g. Now efficient Gauss Legendre quadrature rules are readily available over the 2-square in the literature so that any desired accuracy can be readily obtained for the integral I of Eq. (1) [16] . From Eq. (8), we can write:
f ðxðn; gÞ; yðn; gÞÞ 1 þ n 8 dn dg;
where ðn i ; g j Þ are Gaussian points in the n, g directions and w i and w j are the corresponding weight coefficients. We can rewrite Eq. (9) as: where, c k , x k and y k can be obtained from the relations:
ðk ¼ 1; 2; . . . . . . ; N Þ; ði; j ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; sÞ:
ð11Þ
The weighting coefficients c k and sampling points (x k , y k ) of various order can be now easily computed by formulas of Eq. (10) and (11) .We have listed here a C-Program which generates c k , x k and y k and then computes the integral R R T f ðx; yÞdx dy. We have also given the sample output of the program for n ¼ 2; 3; 4; 5. [10] ; int k, i,j, n; clrscr (); printf (''input nn n''); scanf (''%d'', &n); printf (''enter % d p valuesn n'',n); for (i=0; i<n; 
Composite integration over standard triangle T
We can discretise T in (x, y) space into n · n = n 2 right isosceles triangle T i each of area 1=ð2n 2 Þ. This is depicted in Fig. 2 .
By use of the linearity property of integrals, we can write from Eq. (1) and from the above discretisation of Fig. 1 , we have
where We can now apply Gauss Legendre quadrature rules on the integral, in a manner similar to the procedure we already developed for integral R R T f ðx; yÞ dx dy. Following the method already developed in previous section, we have now on using the transformation:
The integral I in Eq. (12) can be written as:
H ðX ðn; gÞ; Y ðn; gÞÞ dn dg
where
From Eqs. (13)- (15), it is clear that, we have obtained the following composite integration rule:
ðk ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N Þ; ðp; q ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; sÞ:
We have listed here a C-Program, which computes integral R R T f ðx; yÞ dx dy by the above-explained Composite Numerical Integration method: ; double far *S11,*S22,*S33; int i,j,k,l,m,n; clrscr(); printf("input m and nnn"); scanf("%d%d",&m,&n); FP1=(double*)malloc(m*n*sizeof(double)); for(i=1;i<=n-j;++i){ t1=(float)(i-1)/n; t2=(float)j/n; t3=(float)(x[k]/n); t4=(float)(y[k]/n); *(*(*(F1+k)+j)+i)=fun(t1+t3,t2+t4); *(S11+k)+=*(*(*(F1+k)+j)+i); }}} for(k=1;k<=m*m;++k) for(j=1;j<=n-1;++j) for(i=1;i<=n-j;++i) t6=(float)i/n; t7=(float)j/n; t8=(float)x[k]/n; t9=(float)y[k]/n; *(*(*(F2+k)+j)+i)=fun(t6-t8,t7-t9); *(S22+k)+=*(*(*(F2+k)+j)+i); } for(k=1;k<=m*m;++k){ SUM33[k]=*(S11+k)+*(S22+k); SUM33[k]*=C[k]; sum1+=SUM33[k]; } t11=(float)1/(n*n); printf("The solution is:%12.12lfnn",t11*sum1); getch(); }
We now derive a new composite integration rule over the standard triangular surface T. We can evaluate the integrals over T by adopting a strategy similar to that used for the treatment of line integrals over arbitrarily shaped curves. We discretise the triangle T into three new triangles of equal area 1/6 units by joining the centroidal point of T, say c ¼ ð1=3; 1=3Þ to the three vertices of T is (0, 0), (1, 0) and (0, 1), so that we can write T ¼ T 
Using Eqs. (20)- (22) 
We can compute the values of
By identifying the equivalence of variables ðn k ; g k Þ with ðx k ; y k Þ. We list below a C-Program which generates ðn k ; g k Þ ðx k ; y k Þ; C k , and then the quantities P k , Q k and R k . [25] ,wj [25] ,p [25] ,q [25] ; printf("Enter the value of n:"); scanf ("%d", &n); printf("Enter the values of p:"); for(i=0; i<n; i++){ scanf("%lf",&p }} printf("%-18s%-18s%-18s%-18snn",''k'',"ck","Pk","Qk","Rk"); for(i=0;i<n;i++){ for(j=0;j<n;j++) { printf("%-2d%-18. 
C-Program

5.
Composite integration over the standard triangle T with a mesh size of 3 · n · n subtriangles
We can discretise the standard triangle T in (x, y) space first into n Â n ¼ n 2 right isosceles triangles T i each of which has an area equal to 1=ð2n 2 Þ. This is explained in the previous section (Fig. 2) . We have seen that use of this discretisation transforms the integral I ¼ R R T f ðx; yÞ dx dy into an equivalent integral as in Eq. (12):
Now using the composite integration rule over T with a mesh size of 3-subtriangles to the integral R R T GðX ; Y Þ dX dY in (X, Y) space, we obtain from Eqs. (27) and (28) 
We now list here a C-Program which evaluates the integral R R T f ðx; yÞ dx dy by use of the composite numerical integration method with mesh size of 3 Â n Â n ¼ 3n 2 subtriangles. ; double far *S11,*S22,*S33; int i,j,k,l,m,n; clrscr(); printf("input m and nnn"); scanf("%d%d",&m,&n); FP1=(double*)malloc(m*n*sizeof(double)); (1/n,0) (2/n,0) ((n-2)/n, 0) ((n-1)/n,0) (1,0) for(k=1;k<=m*m;++k) for(j=1;j<=n-1;++j) for(i=1;i<=n-j;++i){ t6=(float)i/n; t7=(float)j/n; t8=(float)P[k]/n; t9=(float)Q[k]/n; t10=(float)R[k]/n; *(*(*(F2+k)+j)+i)=fun(t6-t8,t7-t9)+fun(t6-t9, t7-t10)+fun(t6-t10,t7-t8); *(S22+k)+=*(*(*(F2+k)+j)+i); } for(k=1;k<=m*m;++k){ SUM33[k]=*(S11+k)+*(S22+k);
} t11=(float)1/(3*n*n); printf("The solution is:%12.12lfnn",t11*sum1); getch(); }
Some numerical results
We consider some typical integrals with known exact values [13] 
2 dx dy ¼ 0:666666667;
2 dx dy ¼ 0:881373587;
sinðx þ yÞ dx dy ¼ 1:000000000;
These integrals were evaluated using the two integration schemes of previous Sections 2 and 3 derived in the present paper and it is found that excellent convergence occurs to the exact value. The results are summarized in Tables I-III. 
Conclusions
We have derived various orders ðs ¼ 2; 3; 4; 5 . . .Þ extended numerical integration rules based on classical Gauss Legendre quadrature. This is made possible by transforming the triangular surface: 0 6 x; y 6 1; x þ y 6 1 to a standard 2-square; À1 6 n; g 6 1. Over the 2-square, the Gauss Legendre quadrature rule of all orders is applicable. It is the main purpose of this paper to evolve a practical and workable algorithm for composite numerical integration over triangular surfaces and it converges to the exact value of the integral, for sufficiently large value of n, even for the lower order Gauss Legendre quadrature rules.
